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Risk is an asp ect that ca n never be done away w ith. It is both upsid e ancl downside. Upsid e risks
are opportunities. On the other hand , downside risks are a ca use of a larm to cha nge th ings. This
research so ught out to look for the risks facin g the insu ranc e industry in Kenya as a repl ica of the
insurance ban ana skins, 20 15 whic h was an initi at ive of Pwc in co nju nction with CSF I. The risks
were looked at with respect to how they imp act the insurers in terms of profi tability, growth,
cos ts and so lvency . Pap er quest ionn aires and an online survey were used to ge t the responses
from variou s people in the indu stry. Th e rese arch rev eal ed that regul ation is the major risk
affe cting the industry foll owin g the recent cha nges made and impl em ent ations meant to be
complied with by 2018 . It has greatly affected the capital base of most insurers cutting down
the ir profi ts grea tly. Furthe r study could be done with regards to including more industry players
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCT IO N
Insurance has been in Kenya for quite a while. at least since 1947 when Pan African Life
Assurance Limited was established (Pan Africa Life, 2016) . According to IRA (2015) report,
there are 53 insurance players, this includes insurers and reinsurers. Despite the many years of its
existence in the country, it still is a young industry in many aspects, for example in terms of
pen etration that was at 2.93 % in 2014 (AKI , 2016). However, there has been a steady increase in
the penetration though in small percentages but it dropped in 2014 due to rebasing of the GOP.
Although the penetration figur es have been low, there are improvements and that implies there is
room for growth in the sector.
According to the Association of Kenya Insurers, the Kenyan insurance sector is one of the top
insurance markets in terms of attractiveness and growth potential. Due to its attractiveness
international investors and foreign insurers are attracted to the market. Most of such investors
have ventured into this market by buying stakes in the insurance companies. Moreover, there
have been mergers and acquisitions among local insurance firms and financial services in order
to grow their revenues, consolidate their market share and expand regionally. For example, the
recent acquisition of 63.3% stake in First Assurance Company Ltd by Barclays Pic. Africa in
April, 2016 (Standard Media, 2016).
In 2014, earnings from investments and other income increased by 6.5% in the industry. There
has been significant and consistent growth in the industry. There was 20.3% growth in terms of
gross written premiums (AKI, 2014). The report shows that there was an increased gross written
premium in both life insurance and non-life insurance.
Product innovation and development has been on the rise in the industry. This has been steered
by the embrace of technology especi ally via the mob ile platform in the country. The inventions
of M-P ESA and Airte l Money have aided paym ent of premiums, Products have been invented to
suit the cus tomers. for exa mp le. KilimoSalama by UAP and Syngenta Foundation for
Sustainabl e Agriculture whereby farm ers can insure their investments . There have been oth er








innovative capacity ahead of South Africa and first in Africa (World Economic Forum, 2016).
These show there are prospects of growth in the country.
There have been new 'Nays to get products to the market other than the traditional ways of using
agents and direct selling. Currently there is use of online mobile platforms as well as merging of
banks and insurance firms to birth what is called bane assurance. This has improved penetration
of insurance products to the market since the banking sector has a higher penetration than
insurance hence insurers will ride on that wing . According to Life Insurance International , 67%
of Kenyan population has access to banking services hence a chance to improve the customer
base.
1.2 PROB LEfvi ST /\TEMEr· T
Despite, the good prospects the insurance firm has been showing over the past years, the industry
has experienced many hurdles. These challenges have affected the profitability, costs, growth,
performance, competitive edge and penetration of insurance players. These challenges include
but are not limited to regulation, trust and confidence issues, competition, price undercutting, and
There was a survey carried out by the Centre for the Study of Financial Innovation (CSFI) in
conjunction with pwc on the risks facing insurers in 20 I5. The survey outlined the risks facing
different insurers and ranked them. The survey also listed emerging risks to look out for. The
survey was done across 54 international countries worldwide. The survey ranked regulation as
the number one risk being faced by industry players in terms of cost, and compliance risk among
others. There have been similar surveys carried out in other countries to determine the individual
country's risks relative to the global view. This study seeks to do the same for Kenya.
Many studies have been done on individual risks such as operational risks in individual
companies such as Jubilee (Aum, 2014). Some have also researched on the risks with respect to
competitive advantage such as Kiragu (2014) that assesses challenges facing insurance
companies in building competitive ad vantage in Kenya. The study looks at a survey of insurance
firm s in Ken ya. A study on the chall enges in the regulation or the insurance indu stry has also





This research aims to fill the gaps in terms of doing the CSFI research in the Kenyan context as
well as have a holistic view of risks that affect Kenyan insurers with respect to their collapse.
I. To find out the risks facing insurance pla yers in the Ken yan context.
2. How the identified risks affect the insurance industry players.
RES EARCH QUEST~ONS
1. What are the risks facing insurers in Kenya?
2. What is the impact of the risks on Ken yan insurance players?
1.5 VARJABLES
1.5. 1 Ind epend en t Var iab les
These are the risks the insurers face because they will cause a problem or a challenge to the
insurer. They include fraud, stiff competition, regulation, low penetration, mistrust and poor
product innovation among others.
1.5.2 Depe ndent Va ri a bles
These are the factors that are affected by the risks open to the insurers. They are pegged on the








Regulation is the major risk that the industry players are facing in terms of costs and
profitability. Thi s might answer my resea rch problem in terms o f ide ntify ing the major risk and
the as pect in which it affects the insurer. The KenY<lI1 insu ran ce industry risks are a replica o f the
risks faced g loba lly as in the CSFI survey on the same. Thi s will ena ble me to find the risks








1.7 PU RPOSt"I: O~:r THE ST UDY
The aim of this research is to replicate the CSFI survey in Kenya in order to find out the key
risks facing Kenyan insurance players that would lead to some companies being phased out.
Moreover, it will look at the risks pertaining to the Kenyan situation.
1.8 1[V1PORT J NeE OF T H E STVDY
This study is important in adding to the available literature 011 the various risks affec ting the
insurance sector especially in the Kenyan market. It will help scholars as well as industry players
in terms of insight of the insurance industry.
1.9 SCOPE OF THE STUDY








CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIE\V
2 ~~ REGtJL.'..Tl'O -1.
According to CSFI (2015), regulation ranks the greatest risk facing insurers and the insurance
sector at large. Regulations are specific standards or instruction s concerning what individuals,
businesses, and other organizations can or cannot do (Brito & Duddley, 2012) . Acc ording to this
definition and the book, regulation is meant for good, for instance, to protect consumers as well
the insurers and to prevent them from getting ruined . High quality insurance regulations and
standards assure market participants that sound practices are being applied, thereby increasing
market transparency and confidence. Regulatory change is fundamentally re-shaping the
insurance industry, creating strategic and operational challenges for insurers (KPMG, 2014).
Putting it to perspective, it is over-regulation that is an issue together with the quantity.
CSFI(20 15) outlines the different aspects from which regulation affects insurers. .They include
costs, management distractions, competition and quality of regulation.
Cost is one of the regulatory risks affecting insurers. It affects profitability, growth and hinders
innovation. Regulation costs encompass the increased capital requirements and compliance.
Worry is on the unintended consequences of some of the proposals (CSF[ , 2015).
Management distraction is yet another concern under the regulation umbrella. Regulation is
time-consuming and distracts talent from helping the industry to be more innovative. It has
become so complex that there was a risk that it could not be fully understood, thus, not making
the system safer. Moreover, according to EY (2015), insurers will seek to strengthen their
organization structures, reporting lines and staffing levels within corporate functions . Also,
attention has been shifted from finance and actuarial functions to internal audit and compliance
functions. This changed attention is increasing cost of doing business. On the other side, they
create an opportunity to improve operational risk management.
Co mpetition is also a concern. Regulation has had structura l imp act on the indu stry. They would
dri ve out small insurers and reduce diversit y. Na tiona l regul ators have and are toughening up













Quality regulation vari es wid ely. A concern is the app arent desire by regulators to apply the
same toughened standards as banks, even though insurers contributed little to the recent crisis.
The current regulation seems to be based on an assumption of guilt rather than engag ing to
address conce rns with past industry practice.
Global initiati ves such as solvency 2 and IFRS 4 are also a concern. Despite solvency 2 affecting
the EU market directly, oth er jurisdictions are going through similar exerc ises or modelling their
regulations on Solvency 2 under the aegis of the IAIS . The underlying concerns about it are the
capital requirement s and the method of implementation . On the oth er hand , the pending IFRS 4
requirements will materially impact the industry with little end user benefit. Moreover , it will
change fundam entally how insurers look at their busin ess performance. Its impl em entation will
affect how companies report earnings and an impact on current life insurance options for
con sumers, compelling some pro viders to eliminate products with long tenn guarantees (EY,
2015) . However, insurers do not seem to understand it and they are hesitating to analyze the
impact and be prepared in adv ance.
Another concern is the IFRS 9 which is effective as from I January, 2018. It concerns financial
instruments and it will create a new approach for classifying assets and accounting for asset
impairments and will therefore, add complexity (EY, 2015) .
There is a concern on the consistency of implementation. The main issue lies in the inconsistency
in the implementation of solvency 2. It will inevitably emerge thereby influencing
competitiveness and creating the potential for regulatory arbitrage. The lack of coordination
among regulators may be seen as a potential menace to the insurance sector.
Positively, increased regulation is not a burden as it did produce stronger insurance companies









Macroeconomics is a branch of the economics field that studies how the aggregate economy
behaves . In macroeconomics, a va riety of economy -w ide phenom ena is thorou ghl y exa mined
such as, inflation , price lev els, rate of growth, national incom e, gross domestic product and
changes in unemployment (lnvestopedia, 201 6). According to CSF 1 (2015), the g loba l outlook is
not encouraging and so it has affected the insurance industry through low growth , co ntinued low
interest rates and difficult market conditions. This is because the insurance industry operates in
the macro economy and is directly affected by it. Further there is a concern that the little
economic growth observed will onl y lead to little growth in the insurance sector. Moreover, the
slack monetary policy that has been put in place w ill on ly lead to unsustainable expansion
followe d by a global recession . Th is is qui te ev ident leading to a downturn in insurance as well.
The specific consequences of low economic growth according to the same pap er for the
insurance industry include higher lapse rates , increased fraudulent claims, and general
vulnerability of insurance to household budgets as a discretionary spend. Moreover. there will be
intensification of competition as a result. An oth er con cern involved quantitative eas ing wh ere the
government releases money into the economy to stimulate it. It is a concern in terms of
artificially boosting asset prices and the prospects of its unwinding. This lowers the yields and
supports the prices of all asset classes which will in time be vulnerable to, for example, inflation .
The current central bank policy in Switzerland is said to have eliminated most of the information
contained in risk prices. A further concern on the same is the disorderly unwinding which may
be detrimental as in damaging to the industry and ma y lead to a new financial crisis. On the other
hand, inflationary pressures could start building up requiring interest rates to be raised. Inflation
could especially affect the long-tailed exposures and annuity type claims.
On the positive side, in places with a positive outlook to macro economy, this favored expansion
of the insurance business.
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According to CSFI (20 15), persistent low interest rates are a maj or source of risk. They could
accelerate changes in the structure of the indu stry. The low rates affect insurers throu gh dri ving
down investment yields, by marooning products with guaranteed returns, by reducing the value
of capital and by und ermining traditional business models. In the same paper, the maj or concern
is the pressure on profitability. At the time of the survey, the interest rates we re very low in the
UK having them equated to zero . This very time, the premiums were already depressed by
overcapacity. The impact is greatest on life insurers since their products are effectively a form of
saving. According to (Holsboer, 2000), if the capital market interest rates are expected to remain
low, life insurers will have to set aside more in reserves and may have to raise premiums.
The above, present a temptation to take greater investment risk to raise returns. However, this
could cause excessive risk and a bubble in certain 'asset classes all in the "name of remaining
competitive in price, offset higher combined ratios and offer life products minimally attractive.
The very low rates affect viability of products, customer behavior and capital positions among
others. In all this, the reluctance of insurers and supervisors to face up to economic realities and
change is pre sent.
On the other hand, there is a view that low interest rates should have a positive impact on
insurers by forcing them to focus on what they are supposed to be good at, which is,
und erwriting risk . This implies that since they are insurers, they should be able to protect
themselves against low rates. Therefore, they can cope, they can hedge and they need good asset











Th e CS FI survey outlines that the maj or conce rn und er this risk is the fac t that insurer s are not
makin g best lise o f new distri buti on channe ls. Th e indu stry has been slow to kee ping pace with
new techn ology. It ran ks fourth as a risk in both A frica and UK. The d igit al revo lution has









channels stand in the way of change having the average age of brokers bein g fifty seven yea rs.
On the oth er hand , the new generat ion is more oriented to intern et and direct insurance and
therefore adj ustment is required for a large part of traditi onal insuranc e companies. Brokers have
becom e an anoma ly, nearly irrelevant to form ation o f capital. The cr itic ism of the insurance
industry 's innova tion record is nothing new. The fres h urgenc y is the growing risk that
techn ologicall y adept new entrants will take the market share from more cumbersome
incumbents .
Acco rd ing to (EUROPE ECONOM ICS, 201 3) , insurers were reluctant to have transactions
online because it would incre ase competition between existing distribution channels w ith a
potentiall y substantial loss in sa les. Therefore, they used such platforms to give information
about their products rather than carry out transactions. On the side of the consumers, the y were
a lso reluctant towards online transactions due to safety issues as we ll as the absence of face-to-
face interaction with experts who could assist them in their purchase.
Innovation is hindered by othe r listed risks such as reg ulat ion and cy ber risk. Regul ation a ffects
in terms of costs and time requirements which cause distraction of management from exploiting
new distribution channels (CSFI, 2015). Cyber risk, on the other hand , is an obstacle by the fact
that companies have to have very secure distribution, wh ich makes the pace of using new
channels s lower. Other than innovation, (EUROPE ECONOMICS, 2013) indicates that
regulation also gears insurers to come up with new distribution channels.
Contrary to the negativity above, there are insurers centuries old impl ying that they can adapt to
change? This follows from the fact that insurers and brokers are consumers of technology too , so
there is no excuse for a lack of awareness of these trends.
There is need to modernize distribution channels to adapt to rising business and co nsumer
ex pec tatio ns o r d igital , mobile and intern et interactions (EY, 20 15). It furthe r goes on to ind icate
tha t insure rs need to op timize the chan ne l; mix, add d istr ibution outlets and expand aggregator
and di rect-to-cons umer models. Insurers are rea lly dragging behind in chan ne ls that match
consumers ' increasin gly mobi le and we b-based lives. The publication goes furt he r ahead to
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emphasiz e the need for adj usti ng distributi on model s to se rve the needs of high net worth
indi viduals by for example, enha ncing bane assurance. There is an increased need for investing
in mobile digital ad vice and service solutions and dir ect marketing.
2.5 H'4VESTMENT PERFOR rVIANC~
l
Investment earnings are a key income to insurers as it helps them to make up for the declining
insurance business returns (C SFI, 2015). However, there has been generally low investm ent
returns which has great ly affecte d insurers in terms of low yie lds and a shortage of safe and
liquid assets as well as there is mounted pressure to compensate for this by taking up more risk in
new markets . The CSFI survey found that it is a greater concern to life insurers bec ause they
maj orl y deal with sav ing? which involve a lot of investments,
According to EY (2015 ), poor investment performance is compelling most insurers to a lter their
investment strategies . The same report goes furth er to point out that there will be need for tighter
und erwriting standards to be maintained since the low investment returns won 't compensate for
losses made elsewhere and intensified efforts must be put in place to make business profitable
and more cash-generating. The CSFl survey indicates that good governance and prudent
investment strategies are common in this situation.
There will be pressure on investment performance due to low interest rates and challenges in
find ing quality assets that have strong risk adjusted returns and high er capital calibrations.






The main concern is that the rate and nature of changes in the industry are reaching new levels
and are challengin g the traditional models and practices. Technology is a major dri ve und er this
banan a skin. Tec hno logy goes ahead to influence new markets, chang ing custome r demand and
facilitating co mpetition from non-traditi on al entrants. Another conce rn lies in d isruptive
techno logies and busin ess models impacting insu rer profitabili ty and their relevance. Moreover,










Generally, insurers often resp ond to change but with delay. Thi s is detrimental becaus e in this
technology era , such delay can 't exi st and this fact is new to insurers. The world is evol ving
faster than the response time of insurers.
EY (2015) identifies that man y insurers are yet to embed technology as an integral part of their
culture and hire talent to implement it. Insurers are dragging behind digitally. Moreover, insurers
are struggling with uneven data capture and analysis of consumer online activities, as well as
their ability to present a consistent digital customer experience.
There are numerous things being developed that it is proving to be more difficult to tell which
exact change will be the one to be of a greater concern. Customer demands have really evol ved
especially with the technological advancements. Insurers must move fast because in the digital
world , stand ing sti liar just keeping up means falling further behind (E Y, 2015) .
. Change affects insurers in different levels. The first being transformational change that affect s
the fabric of the insurer as a whole . It pertains to nearly all aspects of an insurance company in
terms of business model. customer needs. supply and distribution channels as well as culture.
These aspects make such changes multi-disciplinary and complex to change (Young & Davies,
2015). According to the same article, the second level involves the period of transformation
which have been dramatically shortened. This presents a risk in that insurers have to work harder
at meeting the time lines . Lastly, the other level is with regards to finances and resources
required to fuel the changes in question.
Apart from the aspects discussed above relating to change, (Hay, 2013) states that talent
management, investment proficiency, data, operational efficiencies and quantification o f
business risks as well as risk and compliance especially with regards to new regulation.
2.7 GUARANTEED PRODUCTS
This banana skin is largely peg ged on interest rates and inve stm ent performance. Th ese are
products that thrived in the day s of high interest rates. With the ongoing persistent low interest
rates, many insurers who offered these products are now loss-making because insurers cannot










highest conce rn lies in the life sector inductively from the concern s in both interest rat es and
investm ent perform anc e.
A respondent in the survey indicated that such products will k ill certain Insure rs unless
shareholders inject heavy capita l, another sa id it is a massive risk. Despite the capital
requirements having been strengthened and provisions made against loss, there has been no
improvement in the exp osure to the risk . Some respondents commented that some providers were
still being tempted to offer guaranteed products to maintain market share.
2.8 QU ALITY or JUSK l/I A.NA.GEMENT
Risk man agem ent com prises the activities and actions taken to ensure that an organizatio n IS
conscious of the risks it faces, makes informed deci sions in managin g these risks, and identifie s
and harnesses potenti al opportunities (Co mcove r, 2008) . Among the persisting concerns under
this risk is the depth of the commitment to man aging risk. Insurers have not really changed how
they wo rk da y-to-day, just on the surface . A concern about endurance was also pres ent in the
survey illuminating the fact that there is complacency in the face of some rapidly changing risks.
Risk systems would have to match up and surpass the intense pressures in the market with
regards to competition, technological change and low interest rates (CS FI , 2015).
Many respondents in the CSFI report stated that the regulations have contributed much to the
improved risk management. This is through making insurers aware of the risks they are exposed
to as well as preventing some of these risks. However, some also said that these regulatory
requirements such as So lvency 2 are clogging the system with bureaucracy and requiring
insurers to hold levels o f capital that are threatening profitability and not good for risk
management. Moreover, the regulatory requirements are robbing management adequate tim e to
focus on analyzing and addressing key business risks.
To ugher regul ation and industry awa reness have reduced incid enc es of questionabl e business














some way. There are also legacy issues surrounding products which were sold in a previous and
more lax regulatory regime .
Aurn (20l4)states that mis s-selling occurs due to poor product knowledge, amo ng staff, sales
agents and customers alike, stiff competition, low product differentiation, and deliberate efforts
by agents to meet the ir targets by adopting high pressure sales strategy. Also, he says in the study
that miss-selling poses challenges such as customer dissatisfaction and fines by regulatory
authority or legal suits against the company.
There is a fear that the current market conditions, with rising competition, pressure on prices and
high regulatory costs would drive insurance companies to take on fresh risks in this area (CSFI,
2015) . Other than miss -selling, concerns are also on opaque policy terms and claims handling
which are often undervalued.
QUAL ITY OF f'}'1Ar"1 AGEM ENT
There have been improvements from the strengthening of governance at the board level and
closer regulation which have eased the concerns about the quality of management in the industry.
However, there are still aspects of management that are still open to risk. This is cultivated by
the multiplying and scale-growing challenges facing insurance industry leaders. The various
aspects in concern are technology, regulation, structural change and complexity, foe which
insurance executives have to be on top of.
Management talent is greatly required especially in the light of regulatory changes. Technology
will be required to drive away some of the risks inherent in management. Moreover, there will be
need to accompany risk management with product development and actuarial resources. Some in
the CSFI were doubtful about the industry in that it does not attract the talent that produces good
leaders and that good underwriters do not nece ssarily translate to good managers. According to
EY (2015), the recruitment and retention of superior management talent is a challenging
fol low ing the evo lving role s of underwriters, cla ims and serv ice perso nnel. Moreover, in the
increasingly compet itive marketp lace, management that combines techn olog ical dat a













corrections. The industry has an aging wo rkforce which is complicating the need for an effective
enterprise dat a exc ellence strategy.
This largely depicts the concerns about prolonged so ft markets and their impact on profitability.
Concerns are principally centered on excess capacity and its pressure on insurers, margins. This
is implied by the fact that new competitors and a surplus of capital will support a soft market for
some time. Traditional insurers will therefore need to continually look at operational efficiencies
(CSFI, 2015). The excess capacity is as a resu It of new sources of capital such as hedge funds ,
which have focu sed increa singly on insurance linked securities that are providing additional
liquidity to the market. There is an interest in hedge funds and pension funds to investment in
catastrophe courtesy of the low returns ' on conv enti onal investments, wh ich will lead ' to soft
market conditions. This will most probably have a short term effect before a series of material
losses hit investors and the underl ying risk or reward profile is clearer.
It is quite unclear how the next cycle will be. Moreover, the nature of the next financial crisis is
unclear. This is linked to the fact that the current factors at play are new and so it is difficult to
predict whether the conventional cycl e will prevail. It was said in the CSFI survey that greater
sophistication in product pricing and segmentation will contribute to dampening the hard or soft
cycles that have plagued the industry. On the other side , the need for insurance products will
continue to increase with aging populations around the world and the growing emergmg
economies.
The excess capacity, according to EY (2015), contributes to slow premium growth. The soft
pricing conditions are constraining profit ma rgins , compelling insurers to focus on expense
management and operational efficiency, reducing costs through technology upgrades, process









2. J2 LO!~rG T Ai L LIft BilJTI ES
These are risk s which ta ke a long time to materiali ze . T hey are marked by uncertainty abo ut
claims and litigation, as well as the complexities of acc ounting and regulation (C SF I, 20 15). A
compan y faced with such claims or prospects o f such claims may be on notice that future claims
w ill emerge, though how many claimants there will be, an d w hen eac h of those claim s will a rise,
as well as the quantum of those claims, rem ain unc ert ain (Corporations and Markets Ad visory
Committee, 2007). Respondents o f the CS FI survey agreed that lon g tail liabilities will always be
around and it is a matter of identifying them am idst ch an ging trends, and taking appropriate
ac tion.
However, a number of respondents als o pointed out that insurers have con sid erable experience of
long tail risk and sh ould be in a positi on to deal with it. Thi s foll ows from an assumption that
lessons hav e b~en learned from histori c lon g tail liability expo~ures such as asbestosis, tobacco,
and power line radiation among others.
Another angle to look at it is the management of the se liabilities. Among them include having an
overly tolerant accounting regime, litigiousness and regulatory insistence on early provisioning.
Corporations and Markets Advisory Committee (2007) asserts that while considering any special
protection for unascertained future claimants fact ors such as bearing the cost, inherent
uncertainty, materiality, balance, clarity, equity and workability should be taken into account.
Other complications inherent in such liabilities are taxation issues in relation to provisions made
for such purposes as well as in relation to corporate assets set aside for the purpose of funding
those liabilities.
On the other hand, Capell(2005) looks at the implications of long tail liabilities on the operations
of insurance. They include loss trending, pri cing and insurance company financial condition.
Loss trending involves identifying the emerg ing trends of los ses which is cumbersome since it is
lon g after th e trend sta rts that someone can real ize that the trend has started. Pricing has to do
w ith difficulty in pred icting the ultimate cost o f settling cla ims wh ile the actua l cost w ill no t be
known fo r several years . Las t ly, the insu rance co mpany fina nc ia l cond ition invol ves the risk of
an insure r havin g insufficient cla im reserves to pay all the claims contribu ted by the fact tha t the
insurer does not kn ow the ultimate cost of thei r claims .
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This risk is ranked fourth in the CSFI survey on insurance banana skins. It is the first time it is
appearing on the list of risks . The main concerns are specifically software failure and data
security breaches. It is ranked first in Africa, North America and the UK . Chief concern is the
security of the ever growing volumes of data that insurers hold in cloud -based storage systems.
For many, major breaches are inevitable. The question is, therefore, how much damage they will
cause . Insurers are prime targets to be victimized given the richness of data such as credit card
information, medical information, and other underwriting information. It is not a matter of if but
when it will happen. Regulation could exacerbate this by demanding that insurers store more and
more details about their clients.
The industry is vulnerable to growing sophistication of cyber criminals and the constantly
changing nature of the threat. It is said that activity and technolog y increases all the time but
security is always one step behind. The task is becoming increasingly more difficult because of
growing number of attacks, only a fraction of which need to get through to cause serious
disruption.
The impact of a successful attack could be very significant 111 terms of costs of additional
security service disruptions, loss of intellectual property or sensitive information and
compensation claims or fines. The biggest risk emanating from this is a loss of trust from
customers. This results in a huge reputational risk especially when data is compromised. Firms
may not be in a position to alert customers immediately after a breach. This risk can directly
affect the solvency of the organization by loss of customers, share price and a potential rating
downgrade (EY , 2014).
Insurers have been respond ing to the percep tion of cyber risk in a two- fold manne r. Initi ally,
they were excluding, and are still excluding, them from standard business insurance coverage.











market an d lacks the empirica l data to constru ct ac tua rial tables. Th is gives insurers less
confidence in pricing thi s risk in comparison to the traditional insurance lines ( Cas hell, Jackson ,











CHAPTER 3: RESEARC H lVIETHODO LOG Y
Th is sec tion descri bes the methodology the researcher used in term s of the research des ign , the
target population, the sampling me thods used, data co llection met hods, research procedure s, and
data ana lys is methods.
3.2 RESEARC H DES!G N
The research design employed in th is research is that of a survey. This is because the study seeks
to get opinions from peopl e in the industry and that would be the best approach to obta in such
information. Having identified that a questionnaire will be in play , it implies that a descriptive
study will be of use. The research used questionnaires as.the basis because it aims at replicating
the CSFI survey which used questionnaires for their survey.
The merits of a descriptive study include the fact that it provide s an accurate and valid
representation of the vari abl es or factors that pertain to the research questi ons. Moreover, there is
a lot of information that can be acquired through description.
3.3 POPULATION AND SAMPLING DESIG N
3.3.1 POPULATION
The population the researcher identified for the study is the players in the insurance industry. Th e
insurance industry players are insurance companies, rein surance companies, brokers and clos e
observers of the financial scene. From these players, the researcher will obtain information from
each category in relation to the research objectives.
A non-pro bab ility approach will be used mean ing that the sa mp le here will not be chose n
statistica lly at rand om ; rath er it will be based on the researcher' s subjec tive judgment. Moreover ,




of people that will give relevant and help ful information to the research er (Saunders, Lewis , &
Thomhil , 2009) .
The sample will involve industry players in Nairobi. This is because; Nairobi is the capital city
of the country and has most of the head offices of the industry players as it is the business hub of
the country. With such advantages , Nairobi would be a good representation of Keny a. The study
will approach mainly all insurance companies.
3.4 DAT A CO LLECTI ON rvH~THODS
The researcher intends to use surveyor questionnaires as the method of co llecting data. The
questionnaire is sought of a standard ized instrument sinc e it is a repli ca of the CSF! survey. The
questionnaires will be sent to various industry players to help answer the research questions as
well as fulfill the research objectives. A questionnaire basis was considered because of its
validity and reliability. The questionnaire will be self -administered. The que stionnaire will
encompass both clos e-ended questions and open-ended questions.
Close-ended questions are questions that are structured and have a restriction on how they need
to be answered. The respondent is not presented with the liberty of expounding or giving a
different opinion from the ones already prescribed. These questions have advantages such as ease
in analysis. However, they also present some disadvantages such as biasness in suggesting
responses to respondents. Following the foregoing disadvantages, this survey has few of these
questions for example:
What part of the insurance market do you represent?
L.
D Broking/ Intermediary D Life
Other:
D P&C/ Non-Life D Reinsurance
L
L
Open ended questi ons are questions that allow the resp ond ents to answer the questi on s with out a








the questionnaire because the research seeks to obtain the opinions of industry players on the
risks affecting them. The open ended thou gh difficul t to analyze because there is no structure,
they have a number of adv an tages . These are: they provid e a view into the respondent 's own
thinking, non-reactivity, that is, they do not direct respondents to think of particular ca uses or
treatments . However, they also have disadvantages such as, the y require respond ents to put down
a response rather than their underlying attitudes and they may give subjects too litt le of a
structure or frame for reference to form logical resp onse (Roberts, et a I., 2014). An example of
such a question would be: please describe your main concerns about the risks facing the
insurance industry as you look ahead over the next 2-3 years .
3.5 DAT A ANALYSIS MET HODS
Descriptive ana lysis wi ll be used to analyze the sample. This wil l help us to analyze the number
of people in each category of players who answered the questions. There wi ll be use of excel as
an analysis tool to sort out the data. In addition to exce l, there will be graphs, pie charts and
tab les to present the data. Most of all there will be summaries and quotations of what the
respondents said about the risks in question. Having qualitative data, there shall be categorization
according to the different risks described by the respondents. There will also be frequency
distribution tab les to he lp in the same.
Moreover, there will be use of the likert scale. Therefore, coding of the likert sca le values wi ll be
of essence. This will be used to analyze the closed ended questions that form part of the ordinal
or ranking measurement scale. It will be on a scale of I to 5 according to the questionnaire. It
involves having a set of responses, whereby they are ordered such that one response is greater or
preferred than another.
The meth odology used in this secti on includes administration o r questionn aire s to collect
descr ipt ive and qua litative dat a. T he c1ata will be collected and excel will be used as analysis






C HAPTER 4: RES ULTS AND FIN DINGS
iNT ROD UCT iON
This chapter focuses on data anal ysis , findings and presentation of the findings. The aim of this
study was to dig out the risks fac ing insurance companies in Kenya. These have been laid out in
the following sect ions of the chapter.
4.2 DEMOGHAPfHC DATA
The survey was conducted between September and November 2017 and was based on 30
responses out of the 45 respondents to whom que stionn aires we re sent to. This translates to a




























The breakdown of responses was as below:
Figure 2: Chart showing types of respondents in the survey
Almost two thirds of the respondents were from the primary insurance industry. The rest were
from braking and intermediary sectors and non-practitioners like risk managers as well as health
insurers.
4.3. IVIETHOD OLOGY
The survey involved an online platform as well as paper questionnaires. Survey monkey was
used as the platform where the survey was issued out and all data collected and analyzed. The
paper questionnaires were also included in the online platform through manual entry. Excel was
greatly used for anal ysis of the dat a coll ected . Exce l helped in prese nta tion of data in term s of
chart s and tabl es as well performing quantitati ve ca lculations. T he data obta ined from surve y
was ana lyzed in excel using the above named as well as getting averages and wei ghted averages







The ban ana sk in ind ex is an index th at shows the average sco re on a sca le of I to 5 of risk level s
of the different risks fac ing ins urers . One is very low risk wh ile five is very high risk. In Ken ya ,
the inde x is 3 .24. This is s lightly ab ov e averag e or the world index of 3.2 1 (PWC AN D C SFI,
20 16). T he ban ana skin ind ex is a we ighted av erage of all th e risk s iden tified on a scale of I to 5
fro m the survey. T he we ighti ng co mes from the number of responde nts (frequency) that rated the
risk o n a particular score between I and 5. It shows the lev el o f risk that each risk su ch as
reg ulat ion posed to the insurance industry.
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Figu re 3: Ta b le s how ing the Risks by rank a nd th e banana skin index
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On the other hand , the preparedness index shows the level of preparedness of the industry with
regard s to handling the identified risks. The results of the research show that Kenya is at a 2.5
level of preparedness. This is also on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 stands for poor while 5. well.
This is way below the world index of 3.2 (PWC AND CSFl , 2016). This shows that the country
is not well prepared to counter the risks identified.








The study established that regulation is a key concern considering the 2015 amendment of the
Insurance Act. The act has aspects that cause"alarm especially in the capital base. These asp ects
include: the capital base , claim settlement days, treatment of Takaful business, investment
provisions, Policyholder Compensation Fund and reporting of assets.
The capital base has been changed for both insurers and reinsurers 111 both life and general
insurers. The general insurers are expected to double their capital base from Ksh 300 million to
Ksh 600 million, life insurers from Ksh 150 million to Ksh 400 million, general reinsurers from
Ksh 500 million to Ksh Ibillion and life reinsurers from Ksh 300million to Ksh 500 million
(Oxford Business Group, 2016) .
Moreover, there has been a reduction in claim settlement days from 90 days to 30 days (Oxford
Business Group, 2016). This also creates an anxiety in terms of capital and profitability.
To add on to this , the life, general and Takaful business have to be carried out separately with
different capital bases and each carrying out its own business with its own assets and paying its
liabilities from its own reserves. Companies need to report their Takaful business from the parent
finn and keep funds separate . T he operatin g model must he approved by the Sharia Supervisory
Council.
Furthermo re, there has been change in investm ent provi sions from risk-based to principle based.








Also, there has been change with regard s to the Policyholder Compensation Fund that requ ires
insurers to contribute 0.5% of all premiums received from both genera l and life insurances. The
regulation requires that insured individuals get a maximum compensation refund of KSh 100,000
if a company becomes so lven t.
Last ly, there have also been changes on reporting of assets in the balance sheets. Asse ts in
property are to be reported as 30% of their value and discounted by 70% due to liquidity. Also
the insurers must submit their returns on an online platform called Electronic Regulatory System .
The platform must be used by all regulated entities .
4.5.2 Disrribufiou ch annels
Distribu tion channe ls, respondents sa id is a threat due to the dynam ic technological world. The
brokers esp ecially noted it as a big threat since insurers are now going directly to the clients.
Moreover, bane assurance has become very prevalent in the industry as a distribution channel. It
has birthed many unions between the banking and insurance sector. An other concern lies in the
techn ological indu stry players like Safaricom and Airtel Kenya stretching arms to the insuranc e
sec tor. For instance, there has been introdu ction of three products by Airte l Kenya by
coll aborating with MicroEnsure and Sanlam Kenya (Oxford Business Group, 2016).
4.5.3 Product development
Product development is also linked to technology . Here, innovation is key in attracting all kind s
of clients. This poses a threat as the level of insurance penetration in Ken ya is minimal.
Respondents say insurers must think outside the box to increase their market share and maintain
competitiveness. Therefore, respondents are expecting insurance products that targ et other clients
with low financial sophistication and earning low incomes. Respondents also talked about
product development with regards to changing customer need which means insurers should move



















Investment perform ance was yet anot her key risk issue. Respond ents ind icated factors here to
incl ude the fact that investme nt is difficul t to predic t especially in the long term for life insurers.
Thi s affects profitability since it is difficult to predict and so becomes a variable. Most
investments for life insurers are therefore in the government securities. On the other hand, it is
said to be a good investment especially after the capping of the interest rates by the central bank .
The securit ies, that are bonds, were on high demand thereafter. This low investment performance
has led to a decline in the share price of companies, hence reducing the value of the companies.
Interest rates are a key issue for insurers but it is outside the control of insurers. Interest rates
have just been recently capped by the Central Bank of Kenya. It is a key area of concern because
of the investments insurers do to be able to pay their liabilities as and when they fall due.
Resp ondents say that the low interest rates in the market will affect their returns and ability to
pay benefits as promised. This will moreo ver affect the cap ital reserves and consequently
profitability. It was a major concern to the life insurers.
4.5.6 Capita l availability
Capital availability is now more than ever a risk as a result of the stringent regulations in place
especially with regards to risk based capital. Most of the regulations introduced greatly affect the
capital base. This implies insurers need a higher capital more than before. Also, of concern is the
capping of interest rates, wh ich respondents said will make it difficult to access capital.
However, mergers and acquisitions have been a result of the issue on cap ital , while other
companies are expected to be driven out of market because of capital base levels. It markedly
























4.5.'1 Polit rca l inte r fere nce
Political interference was largel y linked to the upcoming 2017 election s 111 the country. Th is,
respondents directly referred to previous election periods. Often , duri ng and around election
periods, the economy goes down and this greatl y affects the insurance industry. Respondents, say
in such periods, there could be higher than normal claims, posing a threat to insurers . Also,
policyholders will not be willing to take out some policies because of default of insurers even
there are measures in place to recover their benefits.
4.5.8 Repu ta tion
Reputation is onl y to the extent o f solvency of an insurer. Som e respond ent s sa id that poor
reputation does not seem to last. While others said that the Kenyan population has a poor
perception of the insurance industry. They said population regards the industry as one "that eats
where it did not invest in. Most Kenyans do not trust the sector.
4.5.9 Cyb er risk
Cyber risk respondents say is a key component of fraud since most information is stored in the
internet. This, respondents majorly directed to the medical field where a lot of personal
information about clients is kept.
4.5.10 Corpora te governance
Corporate governance, the respondents said is a key issue because it is the fabric that holds
together the stakeholders of a company. A respondent, for instance, said that it has a very big
impact to the insurance indu stry as a whole. He said that it protects both consumers and insurers
and it also controls all the activi ties of the insurance indu stry . It is very cruc ial because like their
c lose friends in the ban king industry, this can lead to so lvency if undermined. It is a current risk.
So me respondent s also spoke of co rruption as a vice that is in alm ost all institutions in the








Busin ess practices are an insider risk becaus e it reflects the way of doing things of the insurer.
Key to note, here is about undercu tt ing of prices, where respondents sa id is a big issue. This,
respondents alluded to the small market insurers have. Therefore, the prices are lowered to attract
customers even if the business cycle doe s not call for that. This has really led to diminishing
profits because the undercutting is ever present.




Quality management pertains to the likelihood with whi ch poor management will harm insurance
indu st ry. Som e respond ent s sa id that poor management would lead to the co llapse of the indu stry
as whole. On the oth er hand ,
0.6. PR. EPAR E DN ESS
This pertains to the ability of the insurers to cop e up with the risks identified above. Most
respondents thought that the insurance industry is poorly prepared to handle the risks. Some of
the justifications for that included the fact that some of the risks are out of their control and are a
result of market conditions and forces. Moreover, factors such as regulation have a fixed period
of implementation that limits the capital of the insurers to focus on any other risks. Some
respondents said that for the known risks, the insurers will be in a position to handle but the
unknown ones; they are rath er in a position of unpreparedness. Also , there was an indication that























CHAPTER 5: CO NCLUSIO NS AND RECOl\1ME NDATIO NS
This chapter gives a glimpse of what the other chapters contains, concludes and gives
recommendations and suggestions for further research .
SUM MARV
The study purposed to find out the risks facing the insurance industry in Kenya and the most
prevalent of all. The study targeted 45 respondents out which there was a response rate of two
thirds. The study established that 47% of the resp ondent s were from the life sector, while 18%
were from the non-life or property and casualty, 12% from the broking industry, while the rest
(23%) fr0111 ot her areas o f the insurance and fina nc ial sector.
The risks with the greatest threat tothe insurance industry in Ken ya as resulting from the survey
are regulation, product development, distribution channels and investment performance.
Regulation arose as a major risk from the fact that it is just recently when the regulations were
put in pla ce. These regulations require compliance by 2018. Thi s has created a lot of concern in
terms of capital base, profitability and growth.
The various risks identified in the survey help to answer the research questions which included
the types of risks facing the insurance sector and their impact. Their impacts are majorly on
profits, growth, costs, capital base and solvency of the insurer
5.3.1 CONCLUSIONS
5.3.1 Regu latio n
In conclusion, regulation is the major risk affecting the insurance industry with regards to costs,
profitability, growth and solvency. It contributes to other risks such as capital availability,
change man agem ent, qu al ity of managem en t and market condit ion s among others. However , it is
a lso a solution to some risks such as busin ess practices, interest rates and investment
performance, both directl y and indirectl y. Like the CS FI report that identifi es cost and
compliance as the major issue in term s of thi s risk, the surve y conducted impli es the same










5.3.2 Distribu tion Cha nnels
Wh ile the past surveys indicate that the key issue pert ains to response to changing technolo gy ,
the maj or issue with regards to the Kenyan sce nar io depicts change of chann els to bane
assurance and direct avenues. Innovati on and technology is qu ickl y evolving around the wo rld.
In Kenya, insurers are quickly embracing techno log y from the various mobile transforms
avai lable and wa ys of paying premiums. However, according to the world survey , innovation is
lacking and response to technology is s low.
5.3.3 Prod uct Develoumen ts:
Previou s researches, such as the CSFI survey indica te that the major issue here pertains to
insurers developing products from forces of supply rather than on demand. Also, the markets are
changing 'but insurers are not adapting first enough. However, in Kenya, according to the survey
carried out, the problem lies in the low penetration of insurance as well as target to the wealthy
class. Respondents sa id that there are plans underway to expa nd penetration by targeting othe r
classes like the poor with their products . Therefore, there is need to develop new products
targeted to them.
5.3,4 Investm ent Performance
From previous literature, the world in 2015 generally recorded low interest rates meanmg
investment performance was low. Moreover , the business most affected from the literature was
life insurance as it involves of savings. In Kenya, according to the questionnai res, life insurers
are also the most affected group as the investment market is variable. It affects profitability to a
large extent as it is often allowed for when charging premiums.
In both the Iiterature and the survey fincl ings, just like investrnen t per formance, it affects the life
insure rs most and in terms of profitab ility. In Kenya, due to the rece nt capping of interest rates ,








pay liabilities as and wh en they fall due so wil l definitely affect capital reserves. In previous
papers , interest rates should not be a problem du e to underwriting o f risks upon taking up
policies.
According to past research, it is not a major risk at present in the world . However, in the Kenyan
scenario it ranks sixth among the risks. Th is is mainl y because of the stringent regulation that
have been introduced recently, espec ially tho se that pert ain to capi tal adequacy. Th e regulation
has ensured the capital left as free reserves is the minimum and so insurers are looking for new
ways to obtain capital. Previ ous research shows that the persistent low interest rate s and so ft
market in the world generally have led to overcapitalizati on (CSF[, 2015 ). However, in Kenya
. .
the capping of interest rates to lower them will make it difficult to obtain capital as banks will
use stringent measures before giving capital.
5.3.7 Political Interference
Past research reveals that this is not a big issue. However, it pre sen ts itself in te rms of political
interests vested while establishing regulations. This is the major association apart from those
parts of insurance linked to public welfare such as pensions and health (CSF[, 2015). In Kenya,
on the other hand, political interference is a key risk especially with regards to the coming 2017
elections. Most respondents indicated this as a threat hence presenting a risk . This the y linked to
the happenings and the norm of the economic environment during elections in the country.
5.3.8 Reputation
Reputation is not a prevalent risk according to past literature. However, when it is an issu e it can
be detriment al to profits ancl gro wth. The literature reveal that so met imes it is a risk infli cted by
insurers themse lves by their bus iness prac tices and public or custo mer relat ions apart from poor
custom er perception. With regard s to the survey carri ed out, the Kenya n population has poor









happenings to their financial sector brother, banks . However, some respondents noted that it is
not to last long.
This risk ranks very high from previous surv eys. it is an emerging risk though. It is pegged on
technology which is transforming and evolving every other day . This also enhances ways of
carrying out cyber crimes. Moreover, the fact that it involves information, presents a huge risk
since insurers deal with a lot of personal information from policyholders. A breach in this further
causes reputational risk. This risk presents problems in terms of cost of recovery of softwares
and information, company image . From the survey. there is not much concern spoken about.
However, respondents say that it is a vehicle for fraud that is common in the country. Also, it is
associated with medical insurance as it involved storage of policyholder personal information.
Hence, it affects costs and profitability.
5.3.10 Corpor ate Governan ce
The survey has this risk as a cause for alarm. This has been linked to the fact that this is the
fabric that holds together customers and the company as well as the company as a whole. The
country ranking highly in corruption at all levels make it questionable in the sector as well. In
addition to that, the banking sector has been undergoing receivership and solvency issues, being
in the same industry and sector, insurers might be susceptible. On the other hand, past surveys
indicate a lower concern on the same. This is indicated by the professional board members
insurers have the world over. This they said was a contribution of stringent regulations in place,
in particular, solvency 2. However, there are still concerns pertaining to poor choice of board
members as well as lack of frequent change of board members which allows them stay too long
hindering change of ideas from different backgrounds.
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APPENDICES
INSURANCE BANANA SKINS 2016 - KENYA
I am carrying out a research in fulfillm ent of my degree in the Bach elor of Business Sci ence in
Actuarial Science. I would like to inquire from insurers and close observers of the financial scene
their main worries about the insurance industry as they look ahead . I would appreciate if you




What part of the insurance market do you represent?
D Braking/ Intermediary D Life
Other:







Replies are confidential , but if you are willing to be quoted by name in my report, please tick:D
QUESTION 1: Please describ e your main con cern s abo ut the risks facing the insurance industry







Question 2: Here are some areas of risk which have been attracting attention. Please score them
on a scale of 1 to 5 where, in your opinion, 1 is a low risk to insurers and 5 is a high risk. Use the
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Reputation: How










reputation or by social
media?
Social change: How
great IS the risk that
insurers will fail to
meet social pressures
such as greater
longevity, dem and for




To wh at extent IS a
shortage or a surplus





likely is it that
insurers will be
damaged by
inadeq uate respon ses
to pressu res for




Cyber risk: Wha t IS
the risk of insurer s
becoming the v ict ims
of cyber- crirne,




channels: Wh at is the
risk tha t insurers will
fa il to make best use










persisting, ho w much
risk IS there to
insurers ' capi tal and
L so lvency from I Iguarantees 111








likel y is it that insures
will have diffi culty
attracting and
retaining talent in the
present env ironmen t?
Investment
performance: What
is the risk that insurers




How likel y is it that
insurers will be
damaged by liabil ities
which take a long
time to materialize?
Market conditions:
What is the risk that
the Insurance cycle
wi II result In poor
market conditions for

















likely IS it that
insurers will be







likely is it that
Weakness at board
level will lead to poor


























losses as a result of
inadequ ate risk
ma nag ement?
Business practic es: I
H I " I " I isk Iow l1 g 1 IS t i e n s
that insure rs will incur
losses as a result of
poor sa les and other
cond uct of bus iness
pract ices?
Unde rwriting
Climate chan ge: How
severe a risk do you thi nk
climate change poses to
the insurance indust ry?
Poilu tion/contamination:
How severe a risk do you
think probl ems of
pollut ion and
contamination pose to the
insurance indu stry?
Terro r ism : How sev ere a I
I
risk do you think acts o f
terrori sm pose to the
~insu rance industry?
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Please add other risks
that you feel are
significant to the
insurance industry.
QUESTION 3: How we ll prepared do yo u think insurers are to handle the risks you have
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